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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe an algorithm for generating an ex-
act rational envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres
given by a quadratic patch in R

3,1, which is considered as
a medial surface transform (MST) of a spatial domain. Re-
cently, it has been proved that quadratic triangular Bézier
patches in R

3,1 belong to the class of MOS surfaces (i.e.,
surfaces providing rational envelopes of the associated two-
parameter family of spheres). We give a detailed description
of the symbolic and numerical steps of the envelope algo-
rithm and study the error involved in the numerical part.
The presented method is then demonstrated on several ex-
amples. Moreover, since quadratic MOS patches are capa-
ble of producing C1 approximations of MSTs, this algorithm
offers a good basis for consequent methods, e.g. computing
rational approximations of envelopes associated to general
(free-form) MSTs and inner offsets trimming.

Keywords
MOS surfaces, quadratic patches, envelope formula, Bézier
clipping, inner offsets, trimming

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the medial axis transform (MAT)
of a planar domain in [4], considerable interest has been
devoted to this notion in various applications dealing with
geometry of shapes such as Computational Geometry, Com-
puter Vision, Pattern and Image Analysis, Computer Aided
Design, etc. (see [8, 11, 35, 24, 6, 5, 1]). There is a one-to-
one correspondence between the MAT and the object bound-
ary, i.e., for a given geometric object there is a unique MAT
and conversely, the object can be directly reconstructed from
its MAT. The main advantages of this description follow
from the dimensional reduction while topological properties
are maintained.

∗Corresponding author.

In the spatial case, the medial surface transform (MST) of
a domain is the set of surface patches (or curve segments)
in four-dimensional space such that each point of these sur-
faces/curves represents the center and the radius of a maxi-
mal sphere inscribed into the domain. The MST covers the
structure of the domain and thus can be used in all sorts of
geometric modelers (constructive solid geometry (CSG) and
boundary representation (B-rep)) as a useful tool.

Rational descriptions of geometric objects (NURBS) have
become a universal standard in technical applications such
as Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing. However,
starting from a rational medial axis (surface) transform,
the rationality of corresponding envelopes of the one- (two-)
parameter family of circles (spheres) is generally not guar-
anteed. Moreover, the direct computation of the envelope
leads to an implicit representation and thus it is challeng-
ing to decide on their rationality. Study of the rational-
ity of envelopes of one-parameter families of circles in the
plane led to the class of Minkowski Pythagorean hodograph
(MPH) curves introduced in [26] as an extension of (classi-
cal) Pythagorean hodograph curves [13, 14]. As observed in
[9, 26], if a segment of the medial axis transform is an MPH
curve, then the associated branches of the domain bound-
aries are segments of rational curves. Moreover, all offsets of
the domain boundaries have also this property. A thorough
analysis of MPH curves has followed – see [7, 10, 16, 17, 19].

The situation in three-dimensional space is more compli-
cated and thus the study started by the analysis of envelopes
of one-parameter families of spheres. This leads to pipe and
canal surfaces, and especially to Dupin cyclides. The cyclo-
graphic model of Laguerre geometry turned out to be a use-
ful tool for this analysis (see [34, 31, 20, 21]). Recently, the
so called MOS surfaces as a spatial analogy of MPH curves
in four-dimensional Minkowski space R

3,1 were introduced
in [18]. MOS surfaces extend the so-called PN (Pythagorean
normal) surfaces defined in [33] and later studied e.g. in [25,
31, 22, 23]. The distinguishing property of MOS surfaces
is that if considered as an MST of a spatial domain, the
associated envelope and its offsets admit exact rational pa-
rameterization. Later, it was proved in [29] that quadratic
triangular Bézier surfaces in R

3,1 possess the MOS property
and a related study followed in [30].

In this paper, we describe an algorithm for computing an ex-
act rational envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres



given by a quadratic patch in R
3,1 which is considered as

the MST of a spatial domain. Following the results of [29],
[2] and [3], we continue to study quadratic Bézier triangles
from the point of view of their applications to computing
exact rational parameterizations or approximations of off-
sets of spatial domains. The envelope algorithm consists of
three main steps: subdividing the parameter domain, cov-
ering the isotropic Gauss image of a quadratic patch and
parameterizing the envelope and its trimming. Since a nu-
merical subdivision is needed for some classes of patches, we
also give an analysis of the error involved. We are motivated
by the fact that approximation by quadratic Bézier patches
provides a good compromise between curvature reproduc-
tion and computational cost and offers an extra feature –
the MOS property. Moreover, the algorithm can be used as
a foundation for future research on approximating free form
MSTs, trimming of inner offsets of envelopes and other ap-
plications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 recalls some basic facts concerning medial sur-
face transforms and MOS surfaces. Section 3 is devoted
to isotropic normal vectors and isotropic Gauss image of
quadratic Bézier triangles. In Section 4 we study the steps
of the algorithm for envelope computation for quadratic
MSTs. In Section 5 we give a summary of this aglorithm
and mention some of its applications. Finally, the algorithm
is demonstrated on several examples in Section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we summarize some fundamental notions and
basic properties of quadratic MOS patches in R

3,1. The
reader is kindly referred to [3, 18] for more details.

2.1 Medial surfaces transforms
A four-dimensional real affine space along with the indefinite
bilinear form

〈u,v〉 = u⊤Jv = u1v1 + u2v2 + u3v3 − u4v4, (1)

given by J = diag(1, 1, 1,−1), is called Minkowski space and
denoted R

3,1. A linear subspace of R
3,1 is called space-,

time- or light-like if the restriction of the quadratic form
defined by J is positive definite, indefinite nondegenerate or
degenerate, respectively.

Points in the projective closure of R
3,1 will be described

using standard homogeneous coordinates

x0 : x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 = 1 : x : y : z : r. (2)

The equation x0 = 0 describes the ideal hyperplane as a set
of all asymptotic directions, i.e., of points at infinity. The
subset of the ideal hyperplane which is invariant with re-
spect to transformations maintaining Minkowski inner prod-
uct (Lorentz transforms) is called the absolute quadric Σ and
characterized by

Σ : 〈x,x〉 = x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 − x2

4 = x0 = 0. (3)

Consider a spatial domain Ω and the family of all inscribed
spheres partially ordered with respect to inclusion of the
associated balls. An inscribed sphere is called maximal if it is
not contained in any other inscribed sphere. Then the medial

surface (MS) of Ω is the locus of all centers (x, y, z)⊤ of
maximal inscribed spheres and the medial surface transform
(MST) of Ω is obtained by appending the corresponding
sphere radius r to the medial surface, i.e., it consists of points
(x, y, z, r)⊤ ∈ R

3,1.

2.2 MOS surfaces in Minkowski space
Now, we consider the 2-parameter family of spheres

(X−x(u, v))2+(Y−y(u, v))2+(Z−z(u, v))2 = r2(u, v), (4)

which is regarded as a C1 patch of a medial surface trans-
form A parameterized by a(u, v) = (x, y, z, r)⊤(u, v) over
a parameter domain D ⊆ R

2. We denote by â(u, v) =
(x, y, z)⊤(u, v) the corresponding medial surface.

The coordinates of a point b = (X, Y, Z)⊤ on the envelope
surface B can be found by intersecting the sphere (4) with
the two planes

(X − x)·xu + (Y − y)·yu + (Z − z)·zu + r·ru = 0,
(X − x)·xv + (Y − y)·yv + (Z − z)·zv + r·rv = 0.

(5)

It yields (cf. [18]) the closed-form envelope formula

b±(u, v) = â(u, v) +
r

Ĉ

“

w ±
√

C · (âu × âv)
”

, (6)

where

Ĉ = ÊĜ− F̂ 2, C = EG− F 2. (7)

The components E, F, G of the first fundamental form of
a(u, v) are computed using the Minkowski inner product in

R
3,1, whereas the components Ê, F̂ , Ĝ of the first funda-

mental form of â(u, v) are determined using the standard
Euclidean inner product in R

3. The vector w = w(u, v)
in (6) consists of polynomials of degree four in xu, yu, zu, ru

and xv, yv, zv, rv, see [18] for details.

Since the formula (6) contains the expression
√

C, we restrict
the parameter domain to obtain a real envelope B.

Definition 1. The subset given by C = EG − F 2 > 0
in the parameter domain D is called the space-like domain
of the surface patch. Its boundary is the curve C(u, v) = 0,
which corresponds to points of a(u, v) with light-like tangent
planes.

Remark 1. The envelope formula is not well defined when

ÊĜ− F̂ 2 = 0, (8)

i.e., at the singular points of â(u, v). However, it can be
proved that â(u, v) has no singular points over the space-
like domain – see [3] for more details.

Definition 2. Let A be an MST in R
3,1 given by a polyno-

mial or rational parameterization a(u, v). This parameter-
ization is called an MOS parameterization if there exists a
bivariate polynomial or rational function σ(u, v), such that
it holds

EG− F 2 = σ(u, v)2. (9)

Then, A is called an MOS surface if it possesses an MOS
parameterization.



MOS surfaces are a spatial analogy of Minkowski
Pythagorean hodograph curves, see [9, 26], as both pieces
of the boundary of the domain corresponding to an MOS
surface patch (and their offsets) possess an exact rational
parametric representation. This fact is fundamental for the
symbolic part of our algorithm.

2.3 Quadratic Bézier patches
A quadratic patch in R

3,1 is defined by a Bernstein–Bézier
representation

a(u, v) =
X

i,j,k≥0

i+j+k=2

pijk

2

i!j!k!
uivj(1− u− v)k, (10)

where the parameters u, v span a domainD, see [12]. We will
mostly work with the standard triangular domain △ ⊂ R

2

obtained for u ∈ [0, 1] and v ∈ [0, 1 − u]. Sometimes it is
more convenient to use the power basis representation

a(u, v) =
1

2
a20u

2+a11uv+
1

2
a02v

2+a10u+a01v+a00. (11)

Our aim is to find a rational reparameterization of a(u, v)
leading to an MOS parameterization and thus we consider
only such quadratic parameterizations which do not fulfill
the MOS condition. Therefore, all surfaces lying in light-
like hyperplanes (cf. [18]) are excluded from our further
considerations.

3. ISOTROPIC GAUSS IMAGE
At regular points, the normal vectors (with respect to
Minkowski inner product) of the quadratic patch (11) satisfy
the linear equations

〈n,au(u, v)〉 = 0, 〈n,av(u, v)〉 = 0, (12)

where

au = a20u + a11v + a10,
av = a11u + a02v + a01.

(13)

Among them, the isotropic normal vectors are characterized
by

〈n, n〉 = 0. (14)

As shown in [3], isotropic normal vectors of a(u, v) can be
computed from the envelope formula (6) as

n± = (−w∓
√

C(âu × âv), Ĉ)⊤. (15)

Lemma 1. If C = EG−F 2 is positive, zero, or negative,
then we obtain two, one, or no real isotropic normal vectors,
respectively. In addition, n±(u, v) is rational if and only if
the MOS condition (9) is fulfilled .

Following the results of [29], any quadratic patch in R
3,1 can

be reparameterized so that it fulfills the MOS condition. The
reparameterization (u, v) = φ(s, t) is computed as a solution
to the system of linear equations (12) in u, v. We set for n
a suitable rational parameterization n(s, t) of the absolute
quadric (14) and obtain

φ : u =
d1(s, t)

d(s, t)
, v =

d2(s, t)

d(s, t)
, (16)

where d, d1 and d2 are the determinants involved in Cramer’s
rule applied to the linear system (12).

Next, given an isotropic vector n we consider all points on
the quadratic surface a(u, v) (and corresponding parameters
(u, v) in the space-like domain) such that n is the isotropic
normal vector at these points. Especially, we are interested
in points not possessing the uniqueness property with respect
to isotropic normals, i.e., at least one of the two isotropic
normal vectors is an isotropic normal vector for another
point on the surface.

Table 1: Canonical representants of affine classes,
the type of the curve E and the maximum number
N of exceptional normals of each class.

Type a(u, v) E N

(i) (u2, v2, u, v)⊤ 2 straight lines 2 + 2 = 4

(ii) (u2, uv, u, v)⊤ 1 straight line 2

(iii) (u2 − v2, uv, u, v)⊤ 1 straight line 2

(iv) (u2, v2, uv, u)⊤ line and conic 2 + 4 = 6

(v) (u2 + v, v2, uv, u)⊤ irreducible cubic 6

The necessary condition for the unique solution of the sys-
tem (12) is d 6= 0, where d is the determinant of the system.
Hence, we consider the equations

d = 0,
〈n,n〉 = 0,

(17)

which describe a curve of degree four on the oval quadric Σ.
Its real part will be called the singular curve and denoted
SΣ. From the theory of linear systems we obtain:

Lemma 2. Each point of SΣ corresponds to such an
isotropic normal vector for which the system (12) has no or
infinitely many solutions. In the latter case, the associated
parameters (u, v) ∈ D form a straight line.

Definition 3. The straight lines involved in Lemma 2 are
called exceptional lines. They form a set denoted by K. The
associated isotropic normal vectors are exceptional normals.

Remark 2. Non-developable quadratic surfaces lying in a
space-like hyperplane were thoroughly studied in [2]. In
this case, the exceptional lines correspond to preimages of
parabolic lines and can be found by solving a certain cubic
equation P (u, v) = 0. Thus their maximum number is 3.
An analogous approach yields the same maximum number
of exceptional lines for quadratic patches lying in time-like
hyperplanes. On the other hand, surfaces lying in a light-like
hyperplane were excluded from our considerations.

In order to find the exceptional lines for non-hyperplanar
a(u, v), we consider the system

d = 0, d1 = 0, d2 = 0 (18)



for n, where d, d1 and d2 are as in (16). This system yields
all normal vectors without the uniqueness property, not only
the isotropic ones – to finish the computation we have to add
the equation of the absolute quadric (14).

The system (18) defines a space curve E in the ideal hyper-
plane whose type is invariant with respect to affine map-
pings in R

4. Hence, we recall the affine classification of
quadratic patches, cf. [32]. The canonical representants of
the 5 classes of non-hyperplanar quadratically parameter-
ized surfaces and the corresponding type of E are presented
in Table 1 (for the sake of brevity we omit the details of
computing E).

Lemma 3. There exist at most 6 exceptional lines for a
non-hyperplanar quadratic patch a(u, v).

Proof. The spatial curve E is determined for each canon-
ical representant (i)–(v), cf. Table 1. Next, column 4 lists
the maximum number of intersections of E and the abso-
lute quadric and thus the maximum number of exceptional
lines.

Remark 3. We emphasize that for the class (v), on
the contrary to the remaining classes (and also hyperpla-
nar patches), the exceptional lines cannot be, in general,
computed using radicals since the determining equation
P (u, v) = 0 is of degree 6. This fact accounts for the nu-
merical part of our algorithm.

In what follows, the isotropic normals n will be identified
with points of the quadric (14) considered as the unit sphere
in R

3.

Definition 4. We restrict the quadratic surface patch
a(u, v) to the closure of its space-like domain. For each
point we have two isotropic normal vectors n±, which cor-
respond to two points on Σ. The set of these points forms
two components G±, which will be called the isotropic Gauss
image of a(u, v).

Several examples of the isotropic Gauss image of quadratic
patches are shown in Fig. 3. As a consequence of the defini-
tion of exceptional normals we have:

Lemma 4. Exceptional normals of a(u, v) correspond to
singularities of the associated isotropic Gauss image.

The following Lemma describes the connection between
isotropic normals and exceptional lines and plays an impor-
tant role in our envelope algorithm.

Lemma 5. For non-hyperplanar a(u, v), two different ex-
ceptional normals correspond to distinct exceptional lines.
For a(u, v) lying in a space- or time-like hyperplane, each
exceptional line corresponds to two distinct exceptional nor-
mals.

Proof. Computing the exceptional normals (cf. Table 1)
reveals that two distinct exceptional normals cannot cor-
respond to the same exceptional line of non-hyperplanar
a(u, v). On the other hand, observe from (15) that the nec-
essary condition for an isotropic normal to be constant along
an exceptional line is EG− F 2 = σ(t)2, hence

n± = (−w ∓ σ(âu × âv), Ĉ)⊤. (19)

Further, we can assume w.l.o.g. that r = 0, or x = 0 for
q(u, v) lying in a space-, or time-like hyperplane, respec-
tively. In the former case we obtain

n± = (∓σ(âu × âv), Ĉ)⊤ (20)

and similarly for the latter case. Thus, in both hyperplanar
cases n+ is constant if and only if n− is constant.

4. ENVELOPE COMPUTATION
We describe a symbolic-numerical algorithm for computing
a rational parameterization of the envelope of a 2-parameter
family of spheres given by a quadratic patch (11) over △.
We assume that C ≥ 0 over △, i.e., all associated tangent
planes are space- or light-like. The envelope construction is
based on the computation of an adapted parameterization
of the absolute quadric Σ, which is then substituted in the
reparameterization formula (16).

4.1 Subdividing the parameter domain
This procedure subdivides a quadratic Bézier triangle A
given by a(u, v) so that the interiors of the parameter do-
mains of subpatches Ai do not contain any exceptional lines
of A, which cause singularities in the isotropic Gauss image.
After the subdivision, each subpatch Ai is reparameterized
such that its parameter domain is again the standard trian-
gle △.

Recall that the set K of all exceptional lines of A consists
of at most 6 straight lines in the parameter domain. The
set K can be determined by solving the polynomial equation
P (u, v) = 0 obtained by eliminating n1, n2, n3, n4 (e.g.
using Gröbner bases) from the system of equations (12) and
(17) and setting n4 = 1. We consider two cases:

1. K ∩ int(△) = ∅. As no line of K intersects int(△) in
this case, no subdivision is required.

2. K ∩ int(△) 6= ∅. In this case we subdivide the domain
△ along the lines of K which intersect int(△). The
resulting triangulation of △ has to satisfy that no sub-
triangle contains any point of any exceptional line as
an inner point.

For further steps, we have to distinguish between exact and
numerical subdivision:

Exact subdivision. Hyperplanar patches and patches be-
longing to classes (i)–(iv), cf. Table 1, can be, if necessary,
subdivided exactly along their exceptional lines, since these
lines can be computed by solving the equation P (u, v) of
degree at most 4 (see Table 1, Remark 2 and [2]). In other
words, one can easily decide whether K ∩ int(△) = ∅ for
these patches.



Figure 1: Left: One of the exceptional lines (thin
blue) intersecting △; Right: A numerical subdivi-
sion of △ using Bézier clipping.

Figure 2: Several typical mutual positions of K (blue
lines) and △ (gray triangles). A suitable triangula-
tion of △ is indicated by the dashed line segments.

Numerical subdivision. For patches of class (v), the ex-
ceptional lines can be computed by solving the polynomial
equation P (u, v) = 0 of total degree 6 in u, v, which is not
generally solvable in radicals. Nevertheless, it is not neces-
sary to know the exact equations of lines in K to determine
whether K ∩ int(△) = ∅. It is enough to study the number
of real roots of the univariate polynomials P (u, 0), P (0, v),
P (u, 1− u) on the interval (0, 1), i.e., the intersections of K
with the boundary of △. This consideration is based on the
Sturm’s theorem and Sturm sequences (cf. [15]). If there
are no intersections, no subdivision is required.

A more complicated situation occurs for K ∩ int(△) 6= ∅
when the exceptional lines in K cannot be computed exactly.
In this case we use Bézier clipping, see [27], or any other
suitable numerical polynomial solver, to determine fat lines
of width ̺ (or a region bounded by two, not necessarily
parallel, straight lines and the sides of △) within which the
exceptional lines restricted to △ lie, see Fig. 1. This can be
achieved with any prescribed level of accuracy. Then, the
triangular subdivision of △ is adapted in such a way that
the boundaries of all the fat lines that intersect △ do not lie
in the interiors of any resulting subtriangles. See Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 for examples of several such subdivisions.

4.2 Covering the isotropic Gauss image
For each patch obtained in Step 1, we find the two compo-
nents of the isotropic Gauss image G± restricted to △ and
cover one of them by a rational quadratic patch r(s, t) (see
Fig. 5) using a stereographic projection. In order to keep
the notation simple, we denote with A and a(u, v) each sub-
patch created by Step 1 and its quadratic parameterization,
respectively.

Depending on the output of the first part, we have to dis-
tinguish three cases:

1. The set K does not contain any side of △. In this case,
both G+ and G− are triangles on Σ, which are bounded
by the isotropic normal vectors along the patch bound-
ary – see Fig. 3 (left).

2. A is a non-hyperplanar patch and K contains one side
of △. Hence, exactly one of G+, or G− (see Lemma 5)
is a biangle on Σ, bounded by the isotropic normal
vectors along the two patch boundaries corresponding
to the non-exceptional lines in the parameter domain
– see Fig. 3 (middle).

3. A is a patch lying in a space- or time-like hyperplane
and K contains one side of △. Hence, both G+ and G−
are biangles on Σ, see Fig. 3 (right).

Taking only one part of the isotropic Gauss image (prefer-
ably we choose a triangular part, if it exists – w.l.o.g. G+)
allows us to apply the methods which were originally con-
structed for quadratic patches in the Euclidean space R

3 in
[2]. For the sake of brevity, we recall only the main steps.

We use the stereographic projection σz with the pole z map-
ping the points of Σ into the plane πz : z · x = 0. The im-
age Ω = σz(G+) is either a curved triangle for triangular
G+, or a curved biangle for biangular G+. Next, we choose
a bounding triangle Ω̃ ⊃ Ω with straight line boundaries.
We describe Ω̃ as a linear Bézier patch and using the inverse
stereographic projection we obtain the quadratic patch R on
Σ which covers G+.

4.3 Parameterizing the envelope and trim-
ming

We consider a patch A with the quadratic parameteriza-
tion a(u, v) representing a medial surface transform and the
corresponding covering patch R with the quadratic rational
parameterization r(s, t). We compute the rational paramet-
ric representations b± of the two branches of the envelope
associated to the patch a(u, v). We also identify the exact
parameter domain Db.

First step: Envelope. The rational quadratic patch R ob-
tained in Step 2 can be written in the form

r(s, t) = (r1(s, t), r2(s, t), r3(s, t), r4(s, t))
⊤ . (21)

Substituting r(s, t) for n in (16) we arrive at the reparame-
terization

φ : ub =

˛

˛

˛

˛

〈r,a11〉 〈r, a10〉
〈r,a02〉 〈r, a01〉

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

〈r, a20〉 〈r,a11〉
〈r, a11〉 〈r,a02〉

˛

˛

˛

˛

, vb =

˛

˛

˛

˛

〈r, a10〉 〈r,a20〉
〈r, a01〉 〈r,a11〉

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

〈r,a20〉 〈r, a11〉
〈r,a11〉 〈r, a02〉

˛

˛

˛

˛

. (22)

Then the rational parameterizations of the two branches of
the envelope surface B are

b±(s, t) = â(s, t) +
r

Ĉ

“

w ±
√

C · (âs × ât)
”

. (23)

Considering the degrees of A and R, this approach gives a
rational triangular patch of degree at most 10.



Figure 3: The two components of the isotropic Gauss image (red and blue) of a triangular quadratic
patch a(u, v). Left: two triangles, Middle: a triangle and a biangle, Right: two biangles.

Second step: Trimming. Now, we are to find the exact
parameter domain for the envelope surface. Since the patch
R, which covers the isotropic Gauss image G+, is generally
“bigger” than G+, it may also contain points with isotropic
normal vectors which do not correspond to isotropic normal
vectors of the patch given by a over △. Hence, the branches
of the envelope surface B in (23) over△ are also bigger than
the exact branches of the envelope surface, and we need to
restrict the parameter domain to an appropriate subset Db.

The boundary of Db is closely related to the reparameter-
ization (22). It is sufficient to consider the three rational
functions

ub = 0 = g1(s, t),
vb = 0 = g2(s, t),

1− ub − vb = 0 = g3(s, t).
(24)

As u = 0, v = 0 and u + v − 1 = 0 determine the boundary
of △ for a(u, v), gj(s, t) in (24) correspond to images of this
boundary under the reparameterization (22). Hence, the
new parameter domain Db is a restriction of △ with the
boundary given by (24), i.e.,

Db =

(

(s, t) ∈ △ :
3
\

j=1

gj(s, t) ≥ 0

)

. (25)

Third step: Estimation of the error. For all the sub-
patches whose domains were computed exactly, i.e., with-
out using Bézier clipping, we skip this step as the previous
one, the trimming, yields an exact domain for the envelope
patch.

On the other hand, the envelope subpatches whose param-
eterizations were computed with the help of Bézier clipping
do not have their parameter domains trimmed exactly. In
fact, the collection of subpatches does not cover the sought
envelope entirely and there are “gaps” between those enve-
lope subpatches. However, these gaps can be made as small
as prescribed, e.g. by the resolution limit of a cutting tool.

In order to avoid numerical instabilities at the boundary and
at singular points, we assume that there exists a real positive
constant ǫ such that C ≥ ǫ.

Lemma 6. Consider the polynomial function, curve or
surface of degree n given by

a(u, v) =

n−j
X

i=0

n
X

j=0

ai,ju
ivj . (26)

Let M = max{||ai,j ||; i = 0, . . . , n − j, j = 0, . . . , n}, α ∈
[0, 2π), U, V, ̺ ∈ [0, 1] and Ū = U +̺ cos α, V̄ = V +̺ sin α.
Then

||a(Ū , V̄ )− a(U,V )|| ≤M · ̺ · n · 4 · 2
n − n− 3

2
, (27)

||a(U, V )|| ≤M
(n + 1)(n + 2)

2
(28)

and

||a(Ū , V̄ )|| ≤M(1 + n · 2n+1). (29)

Proof. Changing the summation in a(u, v) to a diagonal
one and observing that a0,0 cancels out, we have

||a(Ū , V̄ )− a(U, V )|| ≤
||Pj

i=0

Pn

j=0
ai,j−iŪ

iV̄ j−i − ai,j−iU
iV j−i|| =

||Pj

i=0

Pn

j=1
ai,j−ip||,

(30)

where

p = p(̺,α, U, V, i, j) = Ū iV̄ j−i − U iV j−i. (31)

Expanding p and rearranging the terms, we arrive at

p + U iV j−i =
“

Pi

k=0

`

i

k

´

U i−k̺k cosk α
”“

Pj−i

l=0

`

j−i

l

´

V j−i−l̺l sinl α
”

=
Pi

k=0

Pj−i

l=0

`

i

k

´

U i−k̺k cosk α
`

j−i

l

´

V j−i−l̺l sinl α =
Pl

k=0

Pj

l=0

`

i

k

´`

j−i

l−k

´

U i−kV j−i−l+k̺l cosk α sinl−k α.

(32)
As the term for which k = l = 0 cancels out with U iV j−i,
we see that

p =
Pl

k=0

Pj

l=1

`

i

k

´`

j−i

l−k

´

V j−i−l+kU i−k̺l cosk α sinl−k α =

̺
Pl

k=0

Pj

l=1

`

i

k

´`

j−i

l−k

´

V j−i−l+kU i−k̺l−1 cosk α sinl−k α.

(33)
Consequently

|p| ≤ ̺
Pl

k=0

Pj

l=1

`

i

k

´`

j−i

l−k

´

= ̺(2j − 1). (34)



Summing up, we conclude that

||a(Ū , V̄ )− a(U, V )|| ≤Pj

i=0

Pn

j=1
|p| · ||ai,j−i|| ≤

M
Pj

i=0

Pn

j=1
|p| ≤M · ̺ ·Pj

i=0

Pn

j=1
(2j − 1) =

M · ̺ · n · 4·2n−n−3

2
.

(35)

The two upper bounds (28) and (29) follow from the com-
putations above.

Now, we can formulate:

Theorem 7. Let b±(u, v) be the envelope parameteriza-
tion (6) corresponding to a quadratic medial surface trans-
form a(u, v) for which C ≥ ǫ. Let α ∈ [0, 2π), U, V, ̺ ∈ [0, 1]
and Ū = U + ̺ cos α, V̄ = V + ̺ sin α. Then

||b±(Ū , V̄ )− b±(U, V )|| ≤ K(M, ǫ) · ̺, (36)

where K is a constant that only depends on M =
max{||ai,j ||}.

Proof. Let s = âu × âv. Further, let r, w, s, C and â
be the quantities in the envelope formula computed using
parameter values U and V , while r̄, w̄, s̄, C̄ and ā (here we
drop the extraˆ symbol) using parameter values Ū and V̄ .
Recalling the envelope formula (6), one can see that

||b̄±−b±|| ≤ ||ā−a||+ 1

ǫ
||r̄(w̄±s̄

p

C̄)−r(w±s
√

C)||. (37)

Using the formula

||αa − βb|| ≤ |α− β| · ||a|| + |β| · ||a − b|| (38)

for scalars α, β and vectors a, b and Lemma 6, we see that
there exist constants K1, K2, K3 and K4 such that

||b̄± − b±|| ≤ K1̺ + 1

ǫ

“

|r̄ − r| · ||w̄ ± s̄
√

C̄||
”

+

|r|
ǫ

“

||w̄ −w||+ ||s̄
√

C̄ − s
√

C||
”

≤
K1̺ + 1

ǫ

“

K2̺(||w̄||+
√

C̄||s̄||)
”

+

K3

ǫ

“

K4̺ + |
√

C̄ −
√

C| · ||s̄||+
√

C · ||s̄− s||)
”

.

(39)

Further, observe that there exists a constant K5 such that

|
p

C̄ −
√

C| = |C̄ − C|√
C̄ +

√
C
≤ K5̺

2ǫ
. (40)

By Lemma 6, there exist constants K6, K7, K8 and K9 such
that

||b̄± − b±|| ≤
K1̺ + 1

ǫ

`

K2K6̺ + K3(K4̺ + K5̺

2ǫ
K7 + K8K9̺)

´

≤
K(M, ǫ) · ̺.

(41)

In other words, anytime we half the error ̺ (the width of the
fat lines) in the parameter domain using Bézier clipping, the
bound on the error on the envelope boundary corresponding
to the image of an exceptional line on a(u, v) is reduced
by the factor 1

2
. Consequently, using a sufficient number of

Bézier clipping steps (i.e., ̺ approaches zero), we can make
the envelope boundary error arbitrarily small (e.g. below
the resolution limit used in practice).

Remark 4. The offsets of the envelope, resp. their ratio-
nal parameterizations, can be obtained by lifting the corre-
sponding medial surface transform a(u, v) in the direction
of its last coordinate. Thus, d-offsets correspond to the sub-
stitution r(u, v) = r(u, v)±d in (6). In this case, Theorem 7
applies as well with a slight modification: the error bound
constant K depends on d as well.

5. SUMMARY
In this section, we give a summary of the algorithm described
in Section 4 and mention some of its applications.

Function 1 subdivides the quadratic patch such that the in-
teriors of output subpatches do not contain any exceptional
lines. It uses exact subdivision, if it is possible, numerical
subdivision otherwise.

Function 1 Subdivide(x(u, v))

1: K ← zeros of P (u, v) for x(u, v)
2: if K ∩ int(△) 6= ∅ then
3: if a(u, v) belongs into affine class (v) then
4: {xi(u, v)} ← subpatches of x(u, v) after subdi-

vision along exceptional lines using Bézier clip-
ping and parameterized over △

5: else
6: {xi(u, v)} ← subpatches of x(u, v) after exact

subdivision along exceptional lines and param-
eterized over △

7: end if
8: n ← number of subpatches
9: else

10: x1 ← x
11: n ← 1
12: end if
13: return {{xi(u, v)}, n}

Function 2 covers each of the subpatches returned by Func-
tion 1 by a circumscribed rational Bézier patch on Σ using
stereographic and inverse stereographic projection with a
suitable pole and plane.

Function 2 Cover(x(u, v))

1: z← suitable pole for the stereographic projection σz

2: bΩ← circumscribed triangle of σz(x(u, v))

3: y← rational Bézier description of σ−1
z (bΩ)

4: return y

Using the circumscribing rational Bézier patch returned by
Function 2, Function 3 finds the reparameterization of the
input patch such that it fulfills the MOS condition. More-
over, it returns the exact parameter domain of the reparam-
eterized patch as a subset of the domain △.

The method presented in this paper (summarized in Algo-
rithm 4) can serve as a first step for a range of subsequent
applications. Considering general (free-form) medial surface
transforms in R

3,1, one can produce their C1 approximations
using quadratic Bézier patches (cf. [28, 36]). The approxi-
mating MST closely captures the structure of a given domain
and the rationality of the domain boundaries is guaranteed.
Furthermore, using this approach, one obtains rational ap-
proximations of the domain offsets as well.



Function 3 ParAndTrim(x(u, v),y(s, t))

1: {uy, vy} ← subs((22), r = numer(y(s, t)))
2: b±(s, t) ← subs((23),a = subs(x(u, v), {u = ub, v =

vb}))
3: {g1(s, t), g2(s, t), g3(s, t)} ← {ub, vb, 1− ub − vb}
4: Db =

n

(s, t) ∈ △ :
T

3

j=1
gj(s, t) ≥ 0

o

5: return {b±, Db}

Algorithm 4 Envelope algorithm

Input: Quadratic patch A in R
3,1 parameterized by a over

△, offsetting distance d.
Output: Envelope parameterizations b±

i and correspond-
ing parameter domains Dbi

(for d = 0) or trimmed off-
sets of envelopes.

1: C(u, v)← EG− F 2 for given patch a(u, v)
2: if C(u, v) ∩ int(△) 6= ∅ then
3: {{ai(u, v)}, n} ← Subdivide(a(u, v))
4: for j = 1, . . . , n do
5: n±(u, v)← subs((15),a = aj(u, v))
6: if aj(u, v) is not a hyperplanar patch AND

Kaj
∩△ 6= ∅ then

7: G ← triangular part of G±
8: else
9: G ← arbitrary part of G±

10: end if
11: raj

← Cover(G)
12: {b±

j , Dbj
} ← ParAndTrim(aj(u, v), raj

(s, t))
13: end for
14: return {{b±

j , Dbj
}, j = 1, . . . , n}

15: else
16: print ”No real envelope.”
17: return ∅
18: end if

Most of the existing techniques approximate the offsets di-
rectly and the operation of trimming follows. However, us-
ing the recent results about quadratic Bézier triangles in
R

3,1, one may approximate the MST instead and represent
the associated envelope and all its d-offsets exactly. Ob-
viously, this approach simplifies the computation of self-
intersections of d-offsets considerably since it only requires
solving r(u, v) ≥ d, where d can be considered as a cut-
ting tool radius used in practice. This inequality can be
easily incorporated into the envelope algorithm by adding
the extra trimming condition g4(s, t) ≥ 0 to (25), where
g4(s, t) = r(u(s, t), v(s, t))− d.

6. EXAMPLES
In this section we demonstrate the algorithm on several ex-
amples. Each example corresponds to one of the possible
situations – Examples 1–3 cover different cases which can
occur in exact subdivision, Example 4 is devoted to numer-
ical subdivision, cf. Section 4.1.

Example 1. Consider the patch

a(u, v) =

 

„

u +
1

10

«2

,

„

v +
2

3

«2

, u +
1

10
, v +

2

3

!⊤

,

(u, v) ∈ △. (42)

Figure 4: (Example 1) Left: The curve C(u, v) = 0
(thick red curve), space-like domain C(u, v) > 0 (pur-
ple), exceptional lines (thin blue curves, coincident
with C(u, v) = 0 here); Right: Isotropic Gauss im-
age (red and blue), the curve SΣ (green curve) and
exceptional normals (green points).

The space-like domain of a(u, v) is bounded by the curve

C(u, v) =
2

225

`

50u2 + 10u + 13
´

(6v + 1)(6v + 7). (43)

The parameter domain △ of the patch lies inside the space-
like domain. The polynomial P (u, v) describing exceptional
lines has the form

(6v + 1)(6v + 7) = 0. (44)

Thus, K contains two exceptional lines corresponding to the
factors of (44), see Fig. 4 (left). Since K ∩ int(△) = ∅, no
subdivision is required.

Figure 5: (Example 1) Left: Stereographic pro-
jection of G+ (black) and a circumscribed triangle
(green); Right: G+ (blue) and its covering patch
(green).

Next, we need to find the isotropic normal vectors n± of
a(u, v). Using the formula (15), we obtain

n±(u, v) =

„

±5(6v + 1)(6v + 7)

m
,

3

6v + 4
,

∓ (10u + 1)(6v + 1)(6v + 7)

m

«⊤

, (45)

where

m = 2
√

2(3v + 2)
p

(10u(5u + 1) + 13)(6v + 1)(6v + 7).



Figure 6: (Example 1) Left: Final domain Db, poly-
nomials g1(s, t) = 0 (orange), g2(s, t) = 0 (yellow) and
g3(s, t) = 0 (brown); Right: Medial surface (blue) and
envelopes (red and green).

Restriction of (45) to the closure of the space-like domain
provides the description of the isotropic Gauss image G± for
the patch a(u, v). We can also find the singular curve SΣ and
the exceptional normals (0, 1, 0) and (0,−1, 0) corresponding
to the exceptional lines, see Fig. 4 (right).

As mentioned in Section 4.2, we take only one component
of G±, e.g. we can use G+ (blue region in Fig. 4 (right)).
Further, we use stereographic projection σz with a suitably
chosen pole z (e.g. (0, 0, 1)⊤) and plane πz (z = 0). Then we
project the boundary curves of G+ to the plane πz and obtain
the curved triangle shown in Fig. 5 (black curves). This
curved triangle is then circumscribed by a suitable triangle
which is parameterized as a linear Bézier triangle. Using the
inverse stereographic projection we obtain the circumscribed
rational quadratic Bézier triangle R on Σ (green patch in
Fig. 5), which covers G+, in the form

r(s, t) = (−10(−9 + 10s + 3t), 10(1 + 2s + 7t),
−9 + 52s2 + 44s(−2 + t)− 20t + 29t2,

91 + 52s2 + 44s(−2 + t)− 20t + 29t2
´⊤

.
(46)

Consequently, we substitute (46) into (22) in order to get
the reparameterization

φ : (u, v) =

„

9 + 52s2 − 26t + 29t2 + 4s(−27 + 11t)

20(−9 + 10s + 3t)
, (47)

233 + 156s2 − 340t + 87t2 + 4s(−86 + 33t)

60(1 + 2s + 7t)

«

.

Then a(φ(s, t)) fulfills the MOS condition.

Finally, we have to find the new parameter domain Db (25)
for the reparameterized patch a(φ(s, t)). The domain Db is
shown in Fig. 6 (left), the medial surface together with the
corresponding envelopes are shown in Fig. 6 (right).

Example 2. Consider the patch

a(u, v) =

 

„

u +
1

2

«2

, v2,

„

u +
1

2

«

v, u +
1

2

!⊤

, (u, v) ∈ △.

(48)
The space-like domain of a(u, v) is bounded by the curve

C(u, v) = 4u4 +8u3 +u2
`

16v2 + 5
´

+16uv2 +u+4v4. (49)

Figure 7: (Example 2) Left: The curve C(u, v) = 0
(thick red curve), space-like domain C(u, v) > 0
(purple), exceptional line (thin blue curve); Right:
Isotropic Gauss image (red and blue), the curve
SΣ (green curve) and exceptional normals (green
points).

The parameter domain △ of the patch lies inside the space-
like domain. We can find the polynomial determining the
exceptional lines in the form

u(u + 1) = 0. (50)

Thus, K contains two real exceptional lines correspond-
ing to the factors u and u + 1 of (50), see Fig. 7 (left).
Since K ∩ int(△) = ∅, no subdivision is needed. Neverthe-
less, K ∩△ 6= ∅ and the intersection corresponds to one side
of △.

We find the isotropic normal vectors n± of a(u, v) using
(15). The restriction to the closure of the space-like domain
provides the description of the isotropic Gauss image G± for
the patch a(u, v). Since one of the exceptional lines contains
one side of △ and a(u, v) is not a hyperplanar patch, one
component of the isotropic Gauss image G± is biangular and
the other one is triangular, see Fig. 7 (right). Thus, we can
take the triangular component of G± and continue in the
same way as in Example 1.

Example 3. Consider the patch

a(u, v) =
`

1

400

`

289(u2 + v2) + 17(17v + 32)u− 187v + 99
´

,
1

400

`

289(v2 − u2)− 17(17v − 8)u + 323v + 109
´

,
1

400

`

289u2 + 289vu + 204u − 255v − 5
´

,
1

400
(17u− 15)(17u − 17v + 3)

´⊤
, (u, v) ∈ △.

(51)

The space-like domain of a(u, v) is bounded by the curve

C(u, v) = 250563u4 − 442170u3 −
289(68v(17v − 16) − 719)u2 −
68(34v − 1)(17v(17v + 14) + 174)u−
(17v(17v + 14) + 174)2. (52)

The parameter domain △ of the patch lies inside the space-
like domain. The polynomial

u(522− 1088u + 578u2 + 714v − 578uv + 867v2) = 0 (53)

describes the exceptional lines of the patch, i.e., K con-
tains one real exceptional line corresponding to the factor



Figure 8: (Example 3) Left: The curve C(u, v) = 0
(thick red curve), space-like domain C(u, v) > 0
(purple), exceptional line (thin blue curve); Right:
Isotropic Gauss image (red and blue), the curve
SΣ (green curve) and exceptional normals (green
points).

u of (53), see Fig. 8 (left). As in the previous example,
K ∩ int(△) = ∅, but K ∩△ 6= ∅ and the intersection corre-
sponds to one side of △.

Figure 9: (Example 3) Left: Stereographic pro-
jection of G+ (black) and a circumscribed triangle
(green); Right: G+ (blue) and its covering patch
(green).

The isotropic normal vectors n± of a(u, v) can be found
by (15). Since the exceptional line contains one side of △
and a(u, v) is a hyperplanar patch, both components of the
isotropic Gauss image G± are biangular in this case. We
can also find the singular curve SΣ and the exceptional nor-
mals (0, 0,−1)⊤ and (−2/3, 2/3, 1/3)⊤ corresponding to the
exceptional line, see Fig. 8 (right).

Similarly, we take only one component of G±, e.g. we can
use G+ (blue region in Fig. 8). Further, we use stereographic
projection σz with a suitably chosen pole z (e.g. (0, 0, 1)⊤)
and the plane πz (z = 0). Then we project the boundary
curves of G+ to the plane πz and obtain the curved biangle
shown in Fig. 9 (black curves). This curved biangle is then
circumscribed by a suitable triangle which is parameterized
as a linear Bézier triangle. Using the inverse stereographic
projection we obtain the circumscribed rational quadratic
Bézier triangle R on Σ (green patch in Figure 9), which

Figure 10: (Example 3) Left: Final domain Db, poly-
nomials g2(s, t) = 0 (yellow) and g3(s, t) = 0 (brown);
Right: Medial surface (blue) and envelopes (red and
green).

covers G+, in the form

r(s, t) = (150t, 45(−5 + 6s + 6t),
162s2 + 54s(−5 + 6t) + 2t(−135 + 106t),

225− 270s + 162s2 − 270t + 324st + 212t2
´⊤

.
(54)

Consequently, we substitute (54) into (22) in order to obtain
the reparameterization φ. Then a(φ(s, t)) fulfills the MOS
condition.

Finally, we have to find the new parameter domain Db (25)
for the reparameterized patch a(φ(s, t)). The domain Db is
shown in Fig. 10 (left), the medial surface together with the
corresponding envelopes are shown in Fig. 10 (right).

Example 4. Consider the patch

a(u, v) =
`

(u + 1)2 + v, v2, (u + 1)v, u + 1
´⊤

, (u, v) ∈ △.
(55)

The space-like domain of a(u, v) is bounded by the curve

C(u, v) =
`

4u2 + 8u + v2 + 3
´ `

(u + 1)2 + 4v2 + 1
´

−
(u + 1)2(v + 2)2.

(56)
The parameter domain △ of the patch lies inside the space-
like domain. The set K containing exceptional lines is de-
scribed by the polynomial

64u6 + 384u5 + 256v2u4 − 192vu4 + 944u4+
1024v2u3 − 768vu3 + 1216u3 + 64v4u2−
−512v3u2 + 1616v2u2 − 1120vu2 + 848u2+
128v4u− 1024v3u + 1184v2u− 704vu+
+288u− 64v6 − 64v5 + 176v4 − 464v3 + 264v2−
144v + 31 = 0,

(57)

see Fig. 11 (left). We can also compute the isotropic normal
vectors n± using (15) and the restriction to the closure of
the space-like domain gives the description of the isotropic
Gauss image G± which is, together with the singular curve
SΣ and exceptional normals, shown in Fig. 11 (right).

As seen from Fig. 11 (left), K ∩ int(△) 6= ∅. This can be
also rigorously tested by counting the numbers of roots of
polynomials P (u, 0), P (0, v) and P (u, 1− u) in the interval
(0, 1) using the Sturm sequences, where we obtain 0, 1 and 1



Figure 13: (Example 4) Space-like domains (purple) and exceptional lines for new patches a1(u, v),
a2(u, v) and a3(u, v).

Figure 11: (Example 4) Left: The curve C(u, v) = 0
(thick red curve), space-like domain C(u, v) > 0 (pur-
ple), exceptional lines (thin blue curves); Right:
Isotropic Gauss image (red and blue), the curve
SΣ (green curve) and exceptional normals (green
points).

real root for these polynomials, respectively. Thus, we have
to subdivide the domain along the exceptional line.

Since a(u, v) belongs into the affine class (v) (cf. Table 1),
P (u, v) is a polynomial of degree 6 which is not factorizable
in radicals and we have to use the numerical approach. We
choose the accuracy ǫ = 10−3 and using the Bézier clipping
we find the roots of polynomials P (0, v) and P (u, 1− u) in
the interval (0, 1) with the given accuracy. Thus, we obtain
intervals
`

499958472019911728760237209

1654610470256900909549070493
, 418541428341649462039

1382393448953169082848

´

for P (0, v) and
`

51049455786551795

69497688724520592
, 5681888901326480568590145

7726346739935306490957187

´

for P (u, 1− u)

(58)

of length less than ǫ which contain the roots, i.e., the maxi-
mum width of the corresponding fat line is ǫ. The boundary
values of these intervals are then used to subdivide the do-
main △ (see Fig. 12 (left)). For each new triangle we find
the affine transformation which transforms this triangle to
the standard triangle △ and we apply this transformations
also to the given patch a(u, v). Hence, we obtain three new
patches ai(u, v), i = 1, 2, 3, with parameter domains inside
the corresponding space-like domains – see Fig. 12 (right)
for their isotropic Gauss images. Observe in Fig. 13 that

Figure 12: (Example 4) Left: The domain △ af-
ter subdivision using the exceptional line; Right:
Isotropic Gauss image of the new subpatches a1(u, v),
a2(u, v) and a3(u, v) (blue, red and green).

exceptional lines pass very close but outside △. Since for all
subpatches ai(u, v) it holds K ∩ △ = ∅, we can apply the
method from Example 1 on all ai(u, v).

Finally, the error on the envelope due to the numerical sub-
division, i.e., the maximal width of the gaps between sub-
patches of the envelope boundary corresponding to patches
ai(u, v), is less than 3.5ǫ (computed using parametric dis-
tance estimation) for both branches of the envelope boun-
dary.
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